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Helicopters in the Wilderness
Minerals Exploration Experiences and Reflections
Discussions with friends and colleagues over the years suggested to me that some of my
experiences in geologic exploration 25 to 30 years ago were sufficiently unusual that they
warrant documentation and even presentation to those who might be interested in such
things. The period of minerals exploration in which I worked was the end of an era: a
sense still existed that discoveries could be made by exploration of untested wilderness,
that there were still near-surface ore deposits that the old prospectors had missed but that
professionals could find. It was also a remarkable time for geologic science; just as
evolutionary theory had provided a unifying framework for the biological sciences in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, so did plate tectonic theory provide the basis for turning
the earth sciences from descriptive into rigorous quantitative sciences from the 1970’s
forward. These experiences also lend perspective to non-renewable resource policy
issues that were little recognized then but are belatedly provoking debate today and will
continue to do so in the foreseeable future.
For a naturalist and lover of the outdoors, the summers of the mid-1970s, working as a
field geologist in wilderness areas of Colorado and Alaska, proved to be among my most
memorable. As an upper division student of geology at the University of California,
Riverside (UCR) in 1974, I spent six weeks in July and August living in and working out
of an abandoned cattle ranch along the northern flank of the Roberts Mountains in north
central Nevada. This was UCR’s summer field camp under the direction of Professor
Michael Murphy, and was worth more units than two regular upper division courses
combined; it was, in fact, the make-or-break point in many a prospective geologic career.
Unbeknownst to us fledgling geologists at the outset, the area selected for the camp lay
along the Roberts Mountains Thrust where, by geologic forces in Lower Mississippian
time that test the imagination to this day, lower Paleozoic (400+ million year old) fine
grained ocean basin sediments and associated marine volcanic rocks were complexly
deformed and thrust eastward many tens of miles over the shallow-water, continental
shelf sediments of what was then the western edge of the developing North American
continent. The geologic evidence of upheaval on this scale was heady stuff for a
budding young geologist, and the interest it generated provided the momentum to push
through the tedium of compiling the reams of notes and draft geologic maps into a
coherent final report.
During those years, UCR enjoyed a special relationship with the United States Geological
Survey (USGS). Each year one or two young geologists, based on his or her performance
at summer field camp, would be offered a temporary assignment as a field geologist with
the USGS following graduation. I was selected out of the class of 1975. My assignment:
to be one of two field geologists, working under the direction of two senior USGS
geologists, Maurice Brock and David Gaskill - both of whom were usually deskbound to produce a complete inventory of the mineral potential of a 160,000 acre area from near
Wolf Creek Pass, Colorado on the north, to the New Mexico border on the south. This
area was a candidate for wilderness designation, and areas determined by the survey
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results to have significant potential for discovery of ore deposits would be exempted from
wilderness status.
The area was roadless, bristled with 12,000 and 13,000-foot peaks along the continental
divide, and was dissected by deep gorges incised into the San Juan Volcanic Field, one of
the world’s great layered volcanic and caldera sequences. Elsewhere in the San Juans,
notable gold mines such as the Sunnyside near Silverton, the Camp Bird and Idarado near
Telluride, the Summitville mines south of Wolf Creek Pass, and the great silver mines at
Creede, suggested that some potential existed for discovery of significant mineralization
in this little-prospected wilderness.
An area of this size and rough topography could only be inventoried in one short field
season by a stream sediment sampling program. Such a program relies on collection of
ten pound samples of fine-grained stream sediment from watercourses that drain
watersheds covering the entire area. The trace element chemistry of each sample is then
assumed to be representative of the small watershed from which the sediment was
derived. Of course, the samples must also be collected as close to the source of potential
mineralization as possible to minimize dilution of the telltale trace elements. If a sample
was derived from a drainage larger than about ¼ of a square mile, the potential for
dilution of anomalous values to levels below the limit of detection of the field
laboratory’s relatively crude emission spectrography techniques was high. The strategy
required sampling of each small watercourse at a point just above its confluence with a
larger stream, recording the exact point at which each sample was collected on
topographic maps of the area, and ensuring that the point of origin of each sample was
clearly identified.
The senior geologists were responsible for plotting the results of the geochemical
analyses. Areas from which chemically anomalous samples were taken would then be
revisited for further sampling and mapping to identify the source of the anomaly. If
indications of potentially economic mineralization were found, it would ultimately be the
responsibility of more senior geologists to determine whether it was significant enough to
warrant exclusion from wilderness designation.
The question of how a two geologists, however energetic, could cover 160,000 acres of
roadless, rugged wilderness in one summer was answered shortly after arrival in Pagosa
Springs, a small town built around a sulfurous hot spring, nestled against the southern
flank of the southeastern San Juans below Wolf Creek Pass. Despite its proximity to the
deserts of New Mexico and Arizona, the climate of the slopes of the surrounding
mountains is that of a temperate rainforest, with high humidity, lush vegetation, and
dense stands of spruce and aspen draped with hanging moss reminiscent of the Olympic
rainforest in Washington state. Timberline is a relatively high 11,500 feet, above which
vegetation is limited to sparse grasses, a few hardy wildflowers, and lichen. A
government-issue Airstream trailer awaited the other young geologist and me at a small
clearing on the northern outskirts of town. The trailer would be our home for the
summer, although it would be relocated to the mountain village of Platoro midway
through the season to be as close as possible to the field area.
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The field in which the trailer was parked (on federal land to avoid any fees) served
another purpose as well – a landing site for the only transportation mode capable of
providing access to most of the area – a helicopter. In our case, it was an aging Bell 47G,
a variant of the helicopter made famous in the MASH units in the Korean war, with the
distinctive “goldfish bowl” bubble canopy up front and the erector-set tail assembly. It
could carry one or two passengers beside the pilot on its single bench seat, and was
powered by a flat six-cylinder Lycoming engine rated at 220 hp. It was slow, with a top
speed of 105 mph and a cruising speed of about 80 mph, and was capable of climbing
only about 800 feet per minute.

Our Bell 47G
My immediate thought was, “why not one of those fast, powerful jet helicopters that we
knew were in commercial use elsewhere, and that we saw regularly in the news coverage
of the Vietnam War?” The pilot explained that although the jet turbines were both more
powerful and more reliable at lower elevations, the supercharged piston engine of the
Bell was preferable at the altitudes between 9,000 and 13,000 feet at which we would be
working. It was immediately apparent that at the higher altitudes, the Bell’s performance
was marginal as well – the manifold pressure had to be redlined in order to take off or
hover. The limited performance also necessitated some unusual flight paths: the pilot
never flew directly toward high ridges, instead, the flight path was always at an angle to
the ridgelines to keep open the option of a rapid descent without need for a 180 degree
turn. On the first reconnaissance flight over portions of the study area, the noise of the
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helicopter startled a large herd of elk on a high plateau, and the pilot gave chase until they
scattered.
A word about the geology of the San Juan Mountains is in order here to better understand
the terrain and minerals inventory strategy.
The San Juans as we know them today consist mostly of remnants of a massive volcanic
field that was active for about 13 million years, from about 35 million years ago to 22
million years before present (BP). Prior to the onset of volcanism, a Precambrian-cored
highland existed in what is now the western part of the range, centered around today’s
Needles Mountains. These include the peaks that form the spectacular eastern skyline as
seen from the “Million Dollar Highway” between Durango and Silverton, Colorado. The
volcanism that began about 35 million years ago was of generally andesitic composition,
much like today’s Cascade Range. Dozens of large stratovolcanos, similar to but in many
cases higher than the modern-day Mt. Rainier, deposited tremendous volumes of ejecta
which often mixed with precipitation or snowmelt from the heat of eruption to form
mudflows and breccias which today appear as thick sequences of unsorted, angular lava
blocks suspended in a finer grained matrix of what, more than 30 million years ago, was
mud. Interlayered with the mudflows and breccias were lava flows, the aerial extent of
which were very limited because the andesitic lavas were too viscous to flow far before
solidifying.
After about five million years of this andesitic volcanism, during which a majority of the
volume of the volcanic field was deposited, the style and composition of the volcanism
underwent a marked change to one that, though less voluminous, would have been quite
exciting for any living things unfortunate enough to have been in the area at the time.
Through a normal geologic process called crystal fractionation that I won’t discuss here,
the magmas through time became richer in silica, more viscous, and much richer in water
and other volatile components than before, meaning that the eruptions became
catastrophically explosive. Instead of gradually building stratovolcanos, these eruptions
formed calderas. Examples of geologically recent calderas include Crater Lake, Oregon,
and the Valley of the Ten Thousand Smokes associated with Katmai Volcano, Alaska.
The latter of these is generally considered to have been associated with one of the two
most powerful volcanic eruptions in recorded history. A caldera is formed as a result of a
violent eruption in which a large volume of magma is rapidly expelled from a magma
chamber, leaving a void into which the roof of the magma chamber and overlying rocks
collapse. Often the collapse of the caldera occurs while the eruption is in progress, so
that even as the floor of the caldera is subsiding, the depression is being backfilled by
ejecta from the eruption.
The explosiveness of the eruption can be explained by analogy with an old stovetop
pressure cooker. If we could see and measure the contents inside the pressure cooker, we
would see water, despite a temperature well above the normal boiling point, maintained
as liquid rather than steam by the high pressure within the cooker. Imagine the
consequences of suddenly removing the lid (which, with good reason, was precluded by
the design of the old pressure cookers). The sudden release of pressure would cause the
liquid water within the cooker to flash explosively into steam, thereby cooking the chef
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along with the contents. In the analogous volcanic environment, the pressure cooker is
the rock that encloses the magma and the water is a volatile-rich magma. The volatile
components, principally water, are soluble in the magma as long as high pressure is
maintained. However, when pressure is suddenly reduced by fracturing of the rock that
surrounds the magma chamber, explosive exsolution occurs. The frothy rock ejected
during these eruptions is volcanic ash, and the rock units, or lithologies, formed by
deposition of the volcanic ash, are called tuffs. If the ash falls to earth while still partially
molten and is covered by the weight of more ash, the individual ash particles can “weld”
together, to become a hard, weather resistant rock type known as welded tuff. In this
way, aerially extensive, weather-resistant sheets of volcanic rock can be deposited even
though the original magma from which it formed was too viscous to flow in a
conventional sense. Tuffs deposited within the caldera as it subsided (“intracaldera
tuffs”) provide evidence of just how much subsidence occurred: within the San Juan
volcanic field, these units are often a kilometer in thickness.
The volume of rock ejected during several of these caldera eruptions was staggering. For
context, the Mt. St. Helens eruption of 1980 produced an estimated 1.01 cubic kilometers
of ejecta1, and the eruption that preceded the collapse of Mt. Mazama to form Crater
Lake and spread a layer of ash as far eastward as the Great Plains probably totaled about
50 cubic kilometers2. By contrast, the largest of the San Juan calderas, the La Garita,
erupted 27.8 million years ago to produce about 5,000 cubic kilometers of ejecta3
comprising an ash unit of considerable thickness that covered much of what is now
western Colorado. We can only speculate as to the climatic effects an eruption of that
magnitude must have had, but it seems certain that the amount of atmospheric volcanic
ash produced in such an eruption must have caused an extended volcanically-induced
global winter.
However, most of the areally extensive ash sheets – tuffs - beyond the margins of the
calderas do not exceed a few tens of meters thickness. The alpine plateaus on which I
was often dropped by helicopter at the start of the field day were capped by one or more
highly resistant tuffs from caldera-related eruptions in other parts of the San Juan
volcanic field. In fact, although it was not well understood in 1975, each tuff unit has a
unique geochemical or mineralogical “signature” that permits it to be correlated with its
source caldera, sometimes many tens of kilometers distant. Below the caprock tuffs, the
mudflows, breccias, and occasional lava flows deposited during the older stratovolcanic
period formed the slopes and canyon walls down which I would traverse to reach
meadows on the floor of the river valley in which the helicopter could land.
Watercourses that originate in snowfields atop the plateaus have carved the mudflows
and breccias into fantastic crumbling towers known as “hoodoos” as they descend to join
with other tributaries of the Conejos River. Where in their descent the streams encounter
cliffs formed by resistant lava flows within the sequence of easily eroded, sloping
mudflows, the waters drop into space, only to coalesce again at the base of the cliff to
resume their downward passage.
From the viewpoint of an economic geologist, however, the importance of the calderas is
not the eruptions that created them, but the ring faults and numerous other associated
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structures that localized later episodes of rich gold, silver, and base metal ore deposition.
All of the fabled high altitude mines of the San Juan, the Sunnyside, Tomboy, Idarado,
Camp Bird, Creede, and Summitville, are localized within or near caldera-related
structures. Although is was assumed by earlier geologists such as Frederick Ransome4
and Tom Steven5 of the U.S. Geological Survey that the last phases of he same magmas
that produced the San Juan volcanic field were the source of the numerous San Juan ore
deposits, more recent dating techniques suggest that in many cases, the mineralization is
so much more recent than the ash flows and andesites that it seems very unlikely that
both were produced by the same magmatic event. Our field area included the southerly
portion of the Platoro Caldera, which had been first recognized only a few years earlier as
a result of geologic mapping by Peter Lipman of the USGS6, who thereafter headed up
the Hawaiian Volcanic Observatory for the USGS. In 1975, however, ore deposition in
faults or veins associated with the Platoro Caldera was recognized only at the modest
Mammoth Revenue Mine at the small alpine town that was the caldera’s namesake.

Hoodoos in the volcaniclastic breccias
Within the northern part of the Platoro Caldera, Lipman’s geologic mapping suggested
the presence of another, younger caldera nested within the older one. This younger
caldera was dubbed the Summitville Caldera after the famous Summitville gold camp,
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one of the San Juan’s most productive gold districts and at elevations between 11,200 and
12,500 feet, one of Colorado’s highest mining districts. Summitville, however, was well
north of the area under consideration for wilderness designation. Our strategy was to use
our knowledge of the trace element geochemistry and mineralogy of the known ore
deposits to determine if any such mineralization was also present in our field area, using
the previously described sampling techniques.
No major trails traversed the area at that time. The segment of the Continental Divide
Trail that now extends from Canada to Mexico through this area would not be built for
another half dozen years. In fact, the southeastern San Juans was the location, four years
later in 1979, of the last confirmed sighting of a grizzly bear in the state of Colorado. It
was more than a mere sighting: it was reported in the press as a battle to the death
between a bow-and-arrow hunter and a nearly toothless old sow who apparently realized
that the hunter was among the few kinds of prey she could still catch. She knocked him
to the ground and gouged him with her claws, but was unable to kill him for lack of teeth.
The hunter meanwhile, with the bear on top of him, managed to reach arrows that had
fallen from his quiver and proceeded to stab the bear repeatedly with them. The battle
between the toothless bear and the arrow-wielding man eventually ended with the death
of the bear.
Hiking atop the plateaus, usually well above timberline, was quite easy. The descent
from the plateau to the valley floor, during which most of the geochemical samples were
collected, provided the daily challenge. A few “use trails” formed by the hooves of sheep
that were allowed to graze in the high meadows provided the only alternative to crosscountry bushwacking. Unlike many “wildernesses,” such as much of the Sierra high
country, where certain segments of the John Muir Trail have the feel of a pedestrian
freeway, extensive areas of the southeastern San Juan actually tempted one to
contemplate the possibility that the views I was enjoying had been seen heretofore by few
if any people, and then only as a result of traversing many miles of trackless, rugged
wilderness.
The field work began in earnest after a few days of familiarization with the exploration
strategy and the area. With some limited guidance from the senior geologists, I plotted
an ambitious day’s traverse that started with a helicopter dropoff atop the high volcanic
tablelands in the midst of the proposed wilderness above 11,000 feet, and negotiated a
series of watercourses incised into the margins of the plateau. The route then descended
into the wild Conejos River valley, ending at some meadows that appeared to be open
enough to provide an adequate landing site for a helicopter pickup in the late afternoon.
Early the next morning, the helicopter picked me up outside the trailer on schedule and
climbed laboriously to the elevation of the high plateau where the traverse would begin.
After the dropoff, the sound of the helicopter died away in the distance, leaving me
standing atop the continent miles from the nearest human and in the silence of true
wilderness. With the eagerness of a newly trained geologist able at last to put his training
to use, I set about the task of reaching each of the dozen or so strategically selected sites
where samples were to be collected during the 3,000 foot descent to the river valley.
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Before long, it became apparent that I hadn’t given adequate consideration to the issue of
weight: the samples, most of which were wet sediment, needed to weigh about ten
pounds each to be statistically representative, yet the day pack in which I was attempting
to carry some lunch and water as well as the samples was clearly never intended to
handle more than about 30 pounds. The struggle to negotiate the rugged terrain was
compounded by the weight of the pack as it grew to 50, 70, 90, and ultimately more than
100 pounds of dripping mud. However, the youthful desire to prove myself worthy of the
designation “USGS geologist” drove me on to completion of the traverse about 7:00 p.m.,
hours later than the intended time. A note of relief was detectable in Maurice Brock’s
voice when I called in to indicate that I was ready for the helicopter pickup. I had also
neglected to consider that had I taken much longer, the pickup would have been “called
on account of darkness.” Later that evening, it was mentioned in an understated way that
getting to a helicopter pickup point at a reasonable hour should henceforth take
precedence over sampling heroics.
One memorable morning, after being dropped off atop the high volcanic plateau near
Banded Peak, a 12,800 foot promontory with unobstructed views into northern New
Mexico to the south and to the 14,000-footers of the San Juan to the north, I began the
day’s descent along a craggy ridge that appeared to present the line of least resistance.
After descending perhaps a thousand feet, I crossed the crest of the ridge and a view of
the opposite side was revealed: a massive natural amphitheater a mile or more across,
3,000 feet in vertical extent, and drained by three major streams.

Amphitheater, South San Juans
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Each of the streams comprised a string of waterfalls, three along one stream, five along
another, over the course of the 3,000 vertical feet. Standing there as witness to natural
beauty rivaling any in the Rocky Mountains, miles from any trail through rugged country,
I could legitimately wonder if other humans had stood there before, marveling as I did.
Beyond the obvious challenges of daily solo cross-country treks through wild and rugged
terrain, the two sources of real trepidation were fordings of the deep, fast-moving, icy
streams, and lightning. Daily traverses were often lengthened when it was discovered
that the point at which the route intersected a stream would have necessitated a crossing
in waist or chest-deep, swift-moving water. Even fast moving, knee-deep water
presented a challenge while carrying a pack full of samples.
The San Juans, along with the Sangre de Cristo range farther east, are recognized as the
lightning rods of Colorado. As a product of Southern California where lightning is a
rarity, bearing lonely witness to the San Juan electrical storms, with numerous nearby
strikes in rapid succession followed by deafening thunder echoing from the cliffs, was an
awe-inspiring experience. What to do: stand among the trees that may be targeted at any
time, or stand in the open, seemingly inviting disaster? It was explained that we were to
“assume the position,” that is, we were to squat as low as possible with only the rubber
soles of our boots touching the ground. Thus, in theory at least, we were not grounded
and were therefore less susceptible to lightning’s discharge between the clouds’ and
ground’s electrical fields. Peter Lipman, the USGS geologist who had recently mapped
the area as previously noted, demonstrated his technique for remaining safe from
lightning: an ice axe carried overhead that, he claimed, would hum or sizzle like frying
bacon in advance of a lightning strike so that he could assume “the position.” Shortly
thereafter, atop an exposed ridge, Maurice Brock queried Peter as to the significance of
the St. Elmo’s fire (piezoelectricity) that was noiselessly flickering about the head of the
iceaxe. Lipman reacted by bounding off the ridge crest at surprising speed for a middleaged man, followed by assumption of the squatting position. This move was immediately
replicated by all other members of the party, moments before lightning stuck the ground
about a quarter mile away.
As one who has since childhood felt the call of the mountains, I immediately recognized
that the helicopter-supported program presented an utterly unique opportunity to reach
summits that would otherwise be inaccessible to any but the most intrepid backpackerclimber. My daily routine, then, included a rapid ascent of any attractive nearby summit,
taking a few samples in the process to justify the activity, as the first order of business
prior to the day-long descent to a pickup point. In this way, over the course of the
summer, I was able to ascend all the 13,000-foot and more than a dozen of the 12,000foot peaks in the area, some named, others noted on maps only by their elevations. I had
long had the itch, though, to climb some of Colorado’s more famous 14,000 foot peaks,
known as 14’ers, none of which were located within the field area. Upon arrival in
Colorado to begin work for the USGS, a geophysicist friend en route to summer work for
one of the oil companies in Denver and I had hiked to the summit of Mt. Elbert,
Colorado’s highest but technically among the easiest. At that point, I was only generally
familiar with the other 53 14’ers in Colorado, and felt it was inadvisable to attempt them
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solo despite the fact that my daily regimen was often as challenging as climbing the
easier 14ers.
One day however, while visiting the geochemists who were analyzing my stream
sediment samples in the field laboratory, I overheard several of them planning an assault
on a side-by-side pair of 14’ers, Tabeguache and Shavano, located at the southern end of
the Sawatch, the great central range of the Colorado Rockies that contains four of the
state’s five highest peaks. After indicating my interest in such pursuits and finding that
their schedule coincided with a down day for the helicopter, I was invited to join them for
the ascent. The success of that venture led to several more outstanding climbs during the
course of the summer. The next such outing was a climb of the famous pair Redcloud
and Sunshine near Lake City in the central San Juans, peaks made famous by Franklin
Rhoda’s account of his first recorded ascent of Sunshine in 1874, with A.D. Wilson, both
members of the Wheeler survey party. The Wheeler Survey chose to use Sunshine’s
summit, then known only as “Station 12,” as a triangulation station in their effort to
produce the first reasonably accurate map of the San Juans. Rhoda wrote, “We had
scarcely got to work [at the summit] when we both began to feel a peculiar tickling
sensation along the roots of our hair, just at the edge of our hats, caused by the
electricity in the air. By holding up our hands above our heads a tickling sound was
produced, which was still louder if we held a hammer or other instrument in our hand…a
peculiar sound almost exactly like that produced by the frying of bacon. This latter
phenomenon, when continued for any length of time, becomes highly monotonous and
disagreeable. We felt that we could not stop, though the frying of our hair became louder
and more disagreeable, for certain parts of the drainage of this region could not be seen
from any other peak, and we did not want to ascend this one a second time.
“As the force of the electricity increased, and the rate of increase became greater and
greater, the instrument on the tripod began to click like a telegraph machine when it is
made to work rapidly, at the same time we noticed that the pencils in our fingers made a
similar but finer sound whenever we let them lie back so as to touch the flesh of the hand
between the thumb and forefinger. This sound is at first nothing but a continuous series
of clicks, distinctly separable one from the other, but the intervals becoming less and less,
till finally a musical sound results. The effect on our hair became more and more
marked. When we raised our hats our hair stood on end, the sharp points of the
hundreds of stones about us each emitted a continuous sound, while the instrument
outsang everything else. The points of the angular stones being of different degrees of
sharpness, each produced a sound peculiar to itself. As I took the barometer out of its
leather case, and held it vertically, a terrible humming commenced from the brass ring at
the end, and increased in loudness so rapidly that I considered it best to crawl hastily
down the side of the peak to a point a few feet below the top, where, by lying low between
the rocks, I could return the instrument to its case with comparative safety. At the same
time Wilson was driven from his instrument, and we both crouched down among the
rocks to await the relief to be given by the next stroke [of lightning], which, for aught we
knew, might strike the instrument which now stood alone on the summit. At this time it
was producing a terrible humming, which, with the noises emitted by the thousands of
angular blocks of stone, and the sounds produced by our hair, made such a din that we
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could scarcely think. The fast-increasing electricity was suddenly discharged, as we had
anticipated, by another stroke of lightning, which, luckily for us, struck a point some
distance away. The instant he felt the relief, Wilson made a sudden dash for the
instrument, on his hands and knees, seized the legs of the tripod, and flinging the
instrument over his shoulder dashed back. Although all this occupied only a few seconds,
the tension was so great that he received a strong electric shock, accompanied by a pain
as if a sharp-pointed instrument had pierced his shoulder, where the tripod came in
contact with it. In his haste he dropped the small brass cap which protected the objectglass of the telescope; but, as the excitement and danger had now grown so great, he did
not trouble himself to go back after it, and it still remains there in place of the monument
we could not build to testify to the strange experiences on this our station 12. We started
as fast as we could walk over the loose rock, down the southeast side of the peak, but had
scarcely got more than 30 feet from the top when it was struck. We had only just missed
it, and felt thankful for our narrow escape.”
I was unaware of this account of the first ascent when Harlan Barton, a USGS geochemist
and experienced Colorado climber and I started our ascent of Redcloud and Sunshine
early one cool, partly cloudy morning. As we scrambled high on the slopes of Redcloud,
the clouds solidified into a leaden gray sky. Upon reaching the summit, we paused to
enjoy a light lunch and admire the magnificent, albeit muted view of the other high peaks
in the immediate vicinity, including Handies, Uncompahgre, and Wetterhorn. A high,
sweeping ridge connects Redcloud to Sunshine, and we soon set off along it toward our
second target. Midway toward the low point of the ridge, Harlan stopped and motioned
for silence for reasons that weren’t immediately clear to me.

Static atop Sunshine Peak, Redcloud in background
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As I listened in the silence, however, I could hear faint sizzling sounds apparently coming
from the rocky crest of the ridge. Harlan led the way down to a point a hundred or so feet
below the crest off the ridge, where he prepared to wait it out. Over a period of 20
minutes or so, lightning could be seen repeatedly striking distant points, and each time
the frying sound would be momentarily silenced, only to resume a minute or so later in
advance of the next strike. The lightning was not getting nearer, though, so after
weighing our options we decided to continue. A half hour of uneventful climbing later
we reached the summit of Sunshine, took one another’s photographs at the summit, then
descended a steep, direct route back to the starting point of the day’s adventure. When
the pictures were developed, we were surprised to see that our hair was standing on end
from the static electricity as we posed at the summit. For some reason we hadn’t noticed
it at the time . Harlan’s appearance was quite devilish, with his curly hair standing
straight out in spiky corkscrews that would have been the envy of today’s punkers.
The summer’s mountaineering exploits culminated in climbs of the rugged trio of
Pyramid, Maroon, and North Maroon Peaks in the Elk Range above Aspen. Pyramid is
one of the lengthy list of peaks thought by pioneers to the area to be unclimbable. The
excitement was great in Aspen when one summer day in 1909 a local named Percy
Hagerman found a circuitous route up the dark red cliffs to its narrow summit. The climb
has lost none of its excitement, negotiating cliffs and ridges of unstable Maroon
Formation sandstone four thousand feet above the lakes and glacial valleys below. We
climbed it in full climbing regalia, including hardhats to fend off the frequent rockfall
from above, and ropes to protect the exposed pitches. The view from the summit
encompasses much of Colorado, but the climber’s attention is commanded by Maroon
and North Maroon peaks directly across the valley, collectively known as the Maroon
Bells for their resemblance to bells caught in the act of ringing.

Maroons, Snowmass, Capitol from Pyramid
The Maroon Bells as viewed from Maroon Lake form perhaps Colorado’s most famous
postcard image, and they comprise a nearly irresistible attraction to would-be climbers
viewing them from a mile below at Maroon Lake. Their relative accessibility in
combination with the dangers inherent in the crumbling, slick red sediments that
comprise these peaks has resulted in more deaths than on any other peaks in the United
States. A climb of either peak individually can be accomplished in relative safety. The
infamous knife-edge traverse between the two peaks for those who attempt to climb both
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in one day is responsible for most of the climbing accidents. Naturally, my colleagues
and I planned to climb both via the traverse. As we climbed North Maroon in the
morning, we observed a helicopter landing on the icefield below the central couloir, or
ice chute, that descends from the knife-edge to a permanent snowfield nestled between
the peaks, and ant-like, orange-clad search and rescue personnel involved in some
activity there. Assuming that search-and-rescue training was in progress, we continued
our climb up steep chutes in the stairstep face of the peak. We spent little time at the
summit of North Maroon Peak, anticipating that we would want as much time as possible
to negotiate the knife-edge ridge to the day’s second and higher objective, Maroon Peak.
The ridge narrowed as we began the traverse, and we found ourselves atop a catwalk of
red stone, only a few feet wide, with near-vertical drops of several thousand feet on either
side. The principal challenges arose when the crest of the ridge itself dropped, stairstep
fashion, and forced us to either downclimb on near-vertical crumbling rock, or rappel
down the cliffs. After two rather aerial rappels, we neared the last of the obstacles, a
steep chimney to be downclimbed, and were surprised to discover two backpacks atop the
narrow ridge with no other climbers in sight to whom they could belong. After briefly
considering the situation, we inspected them. The first contained only a few scraps of
food and a toothbrush; the second contained an expensive single lens reflex camera and
an assortment of wide angle and telephoto lenses, clearly worth well over a thousand
dollars at the time. It was obvious that the owners of the packs were nowhere in the
vicinity, as there was no place that a person could be concealed atop the airy knife-edge.
After consulting one another, we decided to add the packs to our existing load and return
them to the authorities in Aspen. We cautiously and uneventfully completed our traverse
over the summit of the higher peak, downclimbed the interminable ledges on the descent,
and finally arrived back on terra firma after an exhausting but exhilarating day.
Upon our return to Aspen, we dropped the packs we had found at the Sheriff’s station. A
deputy explained their circumstances: a young man and his female climbing partner had
attempted the traverse on the previous day as we were climbing Pyramid. Upon reaching
the top of the chimney, the woman removed her pack to facilitate the downclimb,
thinking that her partner would either lower it to her afterward or carry it down to her
himself. As the young man watched in horror, she fell backward out of the chimney and
plummeted more than a thousand feet onto the icefield below. In his shock, he stripped
off his own pack full of camera equipment and attempted to downclimb directly from that
point to where her body lay, down near-vertical crumbling rock. Miraculously he made
it, though his partner was beyond any assistance he could provide. The helicopter
activity we had witnessed earlier in the day was, in fact, the effort by search-and-rescue
to recover her remains from the icefield. Despite the day spent climbing in perhaps the
most spectacular alpine scenery in Colorado, our mood was subdued on the long night
return to our field camp in the San Juans .
As summer waned, we filled in the remaining gaps in our sampling coverage of the area
and followed up on the few areas in which either geochemical or mineralogical
indications suggested that some potential for economic mineralization might exist.
Finally, it was time to leave the San Juans and my survey friends behind, and begin the
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graduate program in geology and geochemistry at the University of Arizona. The
experiences gained with the USGS would prove instrumental in further geologic
adventures two years later. As for our southeastern San Juan field area, nearly 159,000
acres of it received designation as the South San Juan Wilderness in 1980. Today, it is
touted as Colorado’s wildest corner, and the last possible bastion of both the grizzly bear
and wolverine in the state.
The summer of 1976, following my first year of graduate studies at the University of
Arizona, was relatively uneventful by these standards, and consisted of exploration
activities in western Nevada and on the Tohono O’odham nation (better known as the
Papago Reservation) of southern Arizona. The following winter, early 1977, several of
us were notified that interviews would be held for positions with the US Borax Company,
the company we know as the owner of the large open pit borax deposit at Boron,
California, near Kramer Junction. Thinking that the position was likely to focus on
exploration for industrial minerals rather than the far sexier search for metals deposits, I
debated whether to participate, but ultimately did so “for the experience.” During the
interview, I found that the project for which Borax was seeking exploration geologists
was in fact metals-related, and furthermore that it involved detailed geologic mapping in
Alaska. This combination encouraged me to put my best foot forward, and I was
ultimately offered a position as one of three geologic mapping leaders for the summer
field season of 1977 on a project that was little known at the time, even to industry
insiders.
Many of the details of the project remain unpublished and little known to this day, but
dialogue over the course of the summer and in later years with the Borax geologists who
participated in the project from its inception enabled me to piece together a remarkable
story. In the early 1970’s, a large portion of the southernmost part of the Alaskan
panhandle, a collection of islands and peninsulas sometimes known as the Alexander
Archipelago, was identified by the federal government as a candidate for national
monument status and wilderness designation under the title “Misty Fjords.” A recent
description of the area reads as follows:
Misty Fjords Wilderness is an unspoiled coastal ecosystem with extraordinary geological features
including fjords, steep sea cliffs, active glaciers and natural canals. These features provide rich
and fertile marine and freshwater environments. Wildlife, waterfowl and bird populations are
diverse and nearly every ecosystem in Southeast Alaska is reflected within Misty's boundaries.
Captain George Vancouver explored the area in 1793, naming several places and special
features such as Rudyerd Bay, Walker Cove and New Eddystone Rock.
Here in the southernmost reach of Southeast Alaska, lies a landscape of grandeur---an alluring,
intricate natural system of land forms and waterways. Misty Fjords National Monument
Wilderness, on the Tongass National Forest, covers 2.1 million acres of remarkably remote and
rugged land, the largest wilderness in Alaska's National Forests.
Misty's mountainous and coastal ecosystems reveal countless years of natural forces---glaciation,
volcanism, moving water. These vast wild lands play an essential role in the diversity of life found
here. A special place to many over time, Misty Fjords received national recognition when
President Carter proclaimed it a National Monument (1978). Then, with passage of the Alaska
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National Interest Lands Conservation Act in 1980, Congress designated most of this land as
Wilderness.

Elevations in the area range from tidewater to over 6,000 feet, with timberline at about
2,000 feet above sea level. Only the tops of the highest peaks escaped glaciation, the
ridges above timberline all display abundant evidence of recent glacial scouring. Below
timberline the terrain is heavily forested, with the Alaskan equivalent of Spanish Moss
handing from the branches of all but the youngest trees. Only a few clear areas exist, and
they are water-saturated muskeg which, which if given sufficient time, will become peat
bogs. The mountains rise straight out of the ocean; few if any beaches exist. The
coastline is extremely irregular, and consists of one submerged glacial valley, or fjord,
after another. The fjords, as well as the islands, have received an unusual mix of names
depending on whether the names were supplied by early English explorers, or Spanish
explorers such as Jacinto Caamano in 1792, who supplied numerous place names such as
Revillagigedo, the island on which Ketchikan is located. The name comes from the
Count of Revillagigedo, Don Juan Vicente de Güemes Pacheco de Padilla y Horcasitas,
who was the Viceroy of New Spain in the late 18th century. Among the locals, the idea
of conventional sightseeing, hiking, or camping in the area is considered almost
laughable. With an annual average precipitation approaching 200 inches, near-constant
drizzle, almost total absence of trails, difficulty of cross-country travel through dense
forest and saturated muskeg, and mosquito overpopulation rendered insignificant by
perhaps the world’s most diverse collection of biting flies, the notion of choosing to camp
or otherwise spend recreational time there is almost inconceivable to them.
Geologically, the area is an amalgam of slivers of continental and even some oceanic
crust that have been transferred northward varying distances along transform faults, much
like our own San Andreas. In other words, all the area’s rocks actually formed
elsewhere, and have since been structurally juxtaposed in the geologic hodge-podge we
now call the Alexander terrain of southeast Alaska. Just as the US Geological Survey
was required to prepare a minerals inventory for the proposed South San Juan
Wilderness, so was it required to undertake a minerals inventory of the Misty Fjords area,
and just as in the southeast San Juans, the USGS program relied on extensive stream
sediment sampling with helicopter support. In southeastern Alaska, however, the absence
of any settlements necessitated an exploration program that relied on shipboard lodging
and ship-based helicopters. Although I have not seen formal documentation, it appears
that government-sponsored fieldwork was completed by the summer of 1974, and the
area was declared free of significant minerals potential.
However, the USGS was not alone in assessing the area’s minerals potential in those
years. US Borax exploration teams based out of the company’s office in Spokane,
Washington, decided to race against the wilderness designation clock to determine for
themselves if mineral potential existed in the area. They took a similar approach with
their inventory, including ship-based helicopters and exploration crews. However, their
results were notably different. With the approach of Fall 1974, Borax ended its field
season with the results of its stream sediment survey still awaiting completion of
geochemical analyses. Once the data were in, the task of plotting them began, made
considerably more difficult by the absence of any detailed topographic map coverage of
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the area. Jackie Stevens, manager of the Spokane office, oversaw the process of plotting
and interpreting the new geochemical data. Several out of the thousands of samples
showed anomalous concentrations of molybdenum, a valuable metallic element usually
found as the sulfide mineral molybedenite, and used in production of high grade steel
alloys. Plotting the locations of the anomalous samples was given highest priority, and it
was determined that the first of the anomalous samples had been collected near tidewater
where the Keta River drained into one of southeast Alaska’s longest fjords, the 40-milelong Boca de Quadra, named by the early Spanish explorer for toothlike peaks on either
side of its entrance from the great north-south waterway of the area, the Behm Canal.
Stevens was excited to discover that the sequence of samples collected at points upriver
also showed anomalous concentrations of molybdenum. Farther upstream, above the
river’s confluence with Hill Creek, the samples returned to background values. However,
the few samples collected within lower Hill Creek and its westerly tributary White Creek,
showed the highest molybdenum concentrations of all.
In Stevens’ mind, this warranted an immediate return to the area in person to determine if
there existed any visible manifestation of the source of the anomalous molybdenum. By
this time it was October, with winter closing in. He caught a flight to Ketchikan, where
he chartered a helicopter to fly the 50 miles eastward across the islands of the Alexander
Archipelago, up the Boca de Quadra, and up the valley of the Keta River to Hill Creek,
and then up Hill Creek to its confluence with White Creek. Exposures of bedrock were
nonexistent to that point, nor were there clearings in which to land. I should note that
Hill and White Creeks were, at that time, as yet unnamed, and would later be named for a
couple of the exploration geologists responsible for the early sample collection. From
there, the helicopter climbed upward into the heavily forested White Creek drainage.
Where the terrain steepened, White Creek had incised a narrow gorge, with a braided
stream among the boulders on its floor, and bedrock exposed in the near-vertical walls.
Below a small waterfall, the canyon was wide enough to allow the helicopter to set down
in the streambed. Stevens stepped out of the helicopter into the midst of an
explorationist’s dream: a spectacular stockwork of ore-grade quartz-molybdenite veins
crosscutting the granitic rock of the walls of the gorge and bed of the stream, and, as
importantly, no evidence that any other human was aware of its existence. Upon his
return to Ketchikan, he immediately contracted for a crew to perform an airborne
claimstaking operation over a large area to ensure that the mineralization, the extent of
which was as yet entirely unknown, would be completely controlled by Borax. He then
returned south for the winter and the area was soon blanketed by snow.
Borax returned to the discovery locale in late Spring 1975, when the snowpack melted
back sufficiently to permit foot travel in the area. Work the first two summer field
seasons focused mainly on solving the logistical challenges of establishing a bush camp
and shallow, small diameter drilling to produce a rough assessment of the
mineralization’s areal extent. A small crew cut a clearing large enough to land a
helicopter in the dense forest adjacent to the discovery site on White Creek to permit
easier access, and later the helicopter slung a small sawmill into the clearing to saw
beams and boards from the downed trees. It was determined that the nearest tidewater
was not, in fact, the Boca de Quadra to the south, but the Wilson Arm of Smeaton Bay,
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the next fjord to the north, which was easily accessible by helicopter over a low saddle to
the northwest of the clearing and down the valley of the Blossom River. There in the
Wilson Arm, Borax built and anchored a float of lashed-together logs covered by boards
to form an even surface. It was then possible to use floatplanes rather than helicopters to
transport people the 45 miles from Ketchikan to the float, and helicopters could set down
on the float to pick them up and transport them the rest of the way to camp. Items that
were too heavy or bulky to transport long distances by floatplane or helicopter, such as
large sheets of plywood for construction of the cook shed and sleeping quarters, were
transported from Ketchikan to the float by barge. Ultimately, however, everything bound
for the camp was limited to – or had to be disassembled to - the weight that could be
slung beneath a helicopter: substantially less than a thousand pounds.
Construction of the cook shed (which doubled as the first bunkhouse) was given careful
consideration; it would be necessary for a person to live there throughout the winter to
guard the camp. For simplicity and strength, the chosen design was a three-story Aframe. The third story doorway through which one could step into outer space during the
summer proved to be the perfect height when the mid-winter snowpack stood 20 feet
thick. Tree cutting continued to enlarge the clearing for the camp. An immediate
difficulty related to the size of the trees – the mature trees were of such diameter that the
sawn segments of trunk could only be moved over the soft, water-saturated, uneven
ground by rolling or slinging by helicopter, and then only if they were at most a few feet
long, too short to be sawn into useful lumber. The branches and foliage of the downed
trees were a further waste management problem. Only the slender trunks of relatively
young trees could be milled into lumber; the rest had to be burned. A surprisingly large
fire pit – probably 40 feet across and at least 10 feet deep - was dug by hand over the
course of the first season, and with help from liberal dousings of jet fuel, was kept
burning night and day despite the rain.
The absence of rock outcrops below timberline, combined with the lack of detailed
topographic coverage of the area, limited geologic work in the first two years to rough
reconnaissance. Stevens and his senior geologist, Lance Senter, knew that although
detailed geologic mapping of their find would be important, a drilling program would be
needed to positively determine its extent and grade. There they encountered another
obstacle: diesel-powered diamond drill rigs of the sort needed to test the mineralization
could be disassembled to a point, but the engine block could not be stripped down to
weigh less than a thousand pounds; therefore the Hughes 500C jet turbine and other
helicopters owned by TEMSCO, the company with whom Borax contracted for
helicopter support out of Ketchikan, could not lift it from the float to the site.
Technology came to the rescue with the introduction by Hughes of the 500D model,
purportedly capable of lifting and hovering with a payload approaching 1,500 pounds.
Borax offered to buy down TEMSCO’s cost to acquire a new 500D, and it was an
exciting day when TEMSCO took delivery in the summer of 1976. It soon became
apparent, however, that the 500D’s useful payload was closer to 1,200 pounds, so that
slinging a drill to various sites in the rugged terrain, and holding it in position by
hovering overhead while the ground crew anchored it into position was always a
nervewracking experience. The scuttlebutt at the time was that Borax and TEMSCO
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jointly threatened a suit against Hughes for overstating the 500D’s capabilities, and
Hughes settled by rebating a percentage of the purchase price equal to the differential
between the advertised versus the actual payload.
I arrived in Ketchikan on June 1, 1977 along with two other geologists, and was met at
the airport by Lance Senter. We were issued the standard Southeast Alaska field garb:
rubberized bib overalls, a slicker, a sou’wester rain hat, and “Ketchikan sneakers” – the
local term for rubber boots. After retrieving our gear, we boarded floatplanes for the
bumpy flight eastward across forested islands and channels, landed on the glassy surface
of the Wilson Arm, and taxied to the float. After a short wait, we first heard, then saw, a
500C flying toward us down the valley of the Blossom River. It landed on the float, we
boarded, and were whisked upward, up the valley, over a low ridge, and down into the
clearing at the camp. Snow still covered the ground, but was melting fast. The camp lay
in a flat, heavily forested area at an elevation of about 1,600 feet above sea level, with
rugged ridges rising well above timberline to about 4,000 feet to the south, west, and
north. More plywood A-frames had been constructed in a rough circle, with the fire pit
already burning roughly in the center. A square wooden platform had been constructed
for each of the helicopters, the 500C that was dedicated mainly to transporting people,
and the D that spent most of its time slinging the drills, heavy logs, and serving as the
crane for all manner of construction projects. Foot travel through the morass betweeen
the buildings and helicopter pads by the end of the second summer had reduced the floors
of the A-frames to a muddy mess, so work was already in progress as I arrived to build a
network of boardwalks among the structures.

500D on float, Wilson Arm
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Upon arrival, we were immediately introduced to the helicopter pilots, who in turn
introduced us to their craft and the rules we were to follow when working with and
around the aircraft. The head pilot, responsible for the D-model, was Chet Raspberry,
among the few Alaskan helicopter pilots who had learned to fly through civilian flight
schools rather than the military. The other pilot, clearly the more colorful of the two, was
John Judge, former Viet Nam pilot who had gained notoriety in Alaska by plucking
stranded, blizzard-bound mountaineers off the summit ridge of Mt. St. Elias at an altitude
well above the service ceiling of his 500C. It was Judge who assured us, patting the 357
Magnum strapped to his side, that he would personally shoot us if we were to allow a
loose seat belt to protrude from the door during flight such that it damaged the fiberglass
skin of his helicopter. That left an impression sufficient to ensure that his resolve was
never tested.
It was not possible to initiate fieldwork until the snow melted, so instead of a rock
hammer and handlens I wielded a chainsaw and carpenter’s tools on the clearing and
construction team for the first ten days. Perhaps the least desirable job involved working
with the helicopter to sling heavy sawcut logs into the firepit. I became adept at visually
estimating how much log the D-model could lift, but standing beneath the hovering
helicopter while muscling the sling-rope around the log was nerve-wracking. Once
hooked, the helicopter lifted or dragged the log to the fire pit where the real challenge
waited: unhooking the log while standing near the flames in the firepit. Hovering in the
updraft of the fire, the pilot had no direct view of the action below, and could only
determine that the log had been freed by feeling the release of the weight or hand signals
from a third party standing some distance away. While standing on a log in the fire pit
one day, struggling to release a thousand-pounder from the sling rope, another log deeper
in the burning pile broke just as I managed to release my log, causing the huge pile to
shift and the log on which I was standing to slide down into the fire. As I leapt for the
side of the firepit to avoid the flames, the pilot felt the release of the log and flew
forward. Just as I landed on the sloping side of the firepit, the heavy steel hook dangling
on the end of the sling line hit me in the head, knocking me senseless for what was apparently – only a brief time. I awoke on the side of the pit before anyone else reached
me, and managed to stand and walk away in a nonchalant manner, none the worse for
wear except for a lump on my head and a chipped tooth. I remain to this day the only
person I know who has been coldcocked by a helicopter.
By that summer, Borax knew that USGS topographic coverage would not be provided
for some years yet, so detailed geologic maps could be prepared only if a network of
datum points was surveyed in for use by the field geologists. Borax imported a survey
crew including a professional mountaineer to help negotiate the difficult terrain. The
climber, Dane Burns, was known in mountaineering circles from a recent failed attempt
on Makalu, the world’s fifth highest peak, during which he had saved a life by carrying a
climber stricken with appendicitis down from the high camp. It was also the first year of
a full-scale drilling program. The surveyors and driller crews, in combination with the
geologists, helicopter pilots, cook, and handyman, made for a crowded camp.
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It was an exciting day when it was determined that the snowpack had retreated – more
from being washed away by the rain than from real warmth - to the point that fieldwork
could begin. Keith Walters, a young undergraduate geology student from the University
of Alaska, Fairbanks, was assigned to be my field assistant. We donned our rain garb and
were flown to upper White Creek in the company of a geologist who had done
reconnaissance work the previous year, who proceeded to introduce us to the lithologies
exposed there, and describe his sense of the area’s geology in light of the limited
fieldwork he’d done. The discussion was interrupted by the appearance, in the distance
on the far bank of the creek, of an enormous brown bear and her cub sauntering in the
opposite direction.

Upper White Creek, mid-June
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To that point, there had been no discussion of the need for the geologists to carry firearms
in the field, but as the field season began in earnest, Borax declared it to be mandatory
and even required us to take target practice. Later that same summer, at a USGS field
camp farther north in which the lead geologist prohibited firearms, a young woman
working alone was knocked to the ground and mauled by a brown bear. Her only
recourse, playing dead, ultimately resulted in the loss of both arms. A close friend of
mine, now Chair of the geology department at the University of New Mexico, and I were
shaken a few years later to discover, after he met the young woman with prosthetic arms
at a Geological Society of America conference, that she had been his summer field
partner at Stanford University. Keith and I were issued a 44 Magnum, which I
immediately bestowed upon Keith who, as a native of rural Alaska, knew his way around
guns. We were advised that even a 44 Magnum would not penetrate the skull of a brown
bear, so aiming for the eyes or base of the skull was the way to go. Our target practice
confirmed that Keith was indeed the better marksman, but neither of us had much
confidence that, in the heat of the moment, he would be able to hit a charging bear at all,
much less in the eye.
The field routine began: up before 6:00 for an early breakfast, and board the helicopter to
be dropped off at a predetermined location on ridges or slopes above timberline or in
canyons or bogs where openings in the trees were large enough to permit a landing. It
rained more or less continuously through June and into July. Fog was so thick as to
ground the helicopters on a few mornings; more frequently we would work our way
slowly up through the fog with the helicopter’s skids just above the treetops, keeping
them in sight to avoid total reliance on instruments.
After dropoff at a surveyed location, all mapping would be conducted along new survey
lines we established with pocket transits known as Bruntons, measuring chains, and
trigonometric slope correction. Our lines were designed to loop back on themselves to
enable us to check our accuracy – if our loops didn’t close to within a few feet over a
distance of several thousand feet, it was necessary to determine and correct the source of
the error. After eating lunch we had made for ourselves that morning at the cookshed, we
frequently allowed ourselves to take a short nap. In our rubberized, waterproof cocoons
and on full stomachs, we found we had no difficulty falling asleep amidst the downpour,
lying in beds of waterlogged moss or duff, or even in the midst of small rivulets. We
were then re-energized for another five or so hours of fieldwork, toward the end of which
we would have to determine a place for the pick-up.
It soon became clear that the pilots had no interest in waiting for us to reach a
predetermined spot if they spied a place – any place – where they could toe in to a slope,
or touch a skid down on a ledge, and hold the helicopter in place under power while we
scrambled aboard. This led to some dicey moments. Of course, touching the rotor to
anything spelled disaster, and some of the toe-ins meant that the blades were
disconcertingly close to slopes or cliffs. Toe-in pickups also meant that the clearance
between the blades and the ground in front of the helicopter made an approach toward the
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Morning fog above camp
helicopter from the front impossible; instead, we had to approach from the backside of
the helicopter, mantle up onto the rear of the skid as it hung in mid air, and crawl in the
door, all while the pilot, usually Judge, held the helicopter as close to motionless as he
could. It was often with a sigh of relief that we Keith and I managed to get aboard and
put some altitude under us.
The pilots’ willingness to drop us or pluck us from extreme places led to a few comical
moments. One of the most memorable occurred on a day when the most senior of the
surveyors shared a ride with Keith and me because we all intended to work the cliffs of
the West Ridge – he would set up a survey point while we mapped some steep terrain
nearby. Judge flew us high up on the face of the west ridge, scoping out possible places
to drop us. He finally settled on a promontory that jutted out from a band of cliffs just far
enough to allow the front tip of the right skid to touch the rock with clearance between
the rotor blades and the cliff above. When he had inched his way in with the tips of the
rotorblades almost brushing the cliff face, hovering with the front of the skid barely
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touching terra firma, Judge told us via the intercom that it was time to get out. The
senior surveyor, sitting in the right front seat, opened the door gingerly and peered out at
the skid suspended in mid air several feet below the door but several hundred feet above
the rocks below, onto which he would have to step and then balance his way forward to
reach solid ground. It was obvious he was contemplating the moves he would have to
make: the precarious step down onto the metal tube, and the tightrope walk along it to
safety amidst the roar of the jet turbine and the powerful downwash from the rotor. He
hesitated for several seconds – and then calmly closed the door and shook his head – no
survey station would be established there that day. With the invincibility of youth,
however, Keith and I clambered out the right rear door and walked the skid to the rocks,
crouching low to turn and wave to Judge and his immobile passenger the he backed away
from the cliffs, turned, and flew away.
Both pilots regularly practiced autorotation – the method to get a helicopter down safely
in case of power failure. The forward motion of the helicopter can be used to keep the
rotor spinning and maintain control, though altitude is lost rapidly. By maintaining the
angular momentum of the rotor until just before impact, the pilot can then use that
momentum to pull up at the last moment to cushion the impact, and if done to perfection,
walk away from what is essentially a controlled crash landing. Judge frequently used
evening pickups from the tops of the high ridges as opportunities to practice autorotation.
Several times he gleefully pointed to the vertical airspeed indicator showing that we were
dropping – momentarily at least - at a rate of more than 2,000 feet per minute.
Fortunately, by that time of the day our stomachs were empty and we had to admit it was
a very fast way to “drop in” on camp.
The value of such practice was demonstrated one afternoon in mid-July. Another
TEMSCO pilot slinging a load of our empty gas canisters and other materials back to
Ketchikan radioed a mayday to camp shortly after his departure, indicating that he had
lost power and was going down over the valley of the Blossom River. We knew the
situation was very serious because of the terrain – the helicopter was too low to set down
above timberline, and below timberline, there were no clearings in which to make an
emergency landing. Both our pilots were airborne in minutes, heading for the area of the
last transmission. After their return, they described for us the scene they found: upon
realizing he was in trouble, the pilot jettisoned his load and looked frantically about for
clear space in which to make an emergency landing. None was available. As he lost
altitude rapidly he determined that his only options were an almost certainly fatal crash
into heavy timber, or to put down in the Blossom River. He chose the latter, and
managed to spot a sand bar in the river where the water was only a few feet deep just
before splashdown. In his disoriented state, the swift water flowing past the helicopter
gave him a false sense that the helicopter was still moving. When our pilots arrived, they
found the pilot standing thigh-deep in the icy water with his shoulder lowered, pushing
against the front of the helicopter, thinking he was preventing it from being washed away.
The story ended well; the pilot was rescued and the helicopter was ultimately recovered.
The next day, however, I had the task of helping Chet Raspberry, flying a helicopter
equipped with pontoons, to find and retrieve all the debris that had been jettisoned by the
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pilot as he went down the previous day, which by then had been washed downriver and
scattered throughout the fjord.
The data from both surface mapping and the diamond drilling program filtered in over the
course of the summer. From the attempt at mapping it became apparent how poorly
exposed the mineralization was, while at the same time the drilling showed that it was
remarkably extensive, though of only modest grade. The continuous rain of the first five
weeks gave way to several extended periods of dry, sunny weather to the point that
Ketchikan began to experience a rare concern: fire danger. US Borax granted two
weekends of leave during the course of the summer, one for the Fourth of July, and one
in early August. Over the Fourth, Ketchikan became a wild party town, with the crews of
a US Navy ship and a Coast Guard vessel mixing with the local lumberjacks and
fishermen to form a high-testosterone, pugnacious mob of revelers. Female “talent” was
imported by several local bars from the Lower 48, though some of them were diverted
from their intended venues by offers of cash well in excess of their normal salaries to
instead spend the weekend one-on-one with various individuals. Among the public
events, log rolling and the bathtub race across Ketchikan Harbor proved to be the biggest
draws. The contestants in the latter paddled with their hands in old porcelain-lined cast
iron tubs with their drains plugged. Freeboard was, at best, inches, and excessive
splashing capsized the vessel. Divers in wetsuits were distributed along the course to
pluck victims from the icy water. Few bathtubs completed the race, and one had to
wonder both what was the source of the seemingly inexhaustible supply of cast iron tubs,
and when dredging of old tubs would be needed to keep the shipping channel open.
The other weekend of leave coincided with a period of clear, warm weather. Dane Burns,
our professional mountaineer, enlisted our assistance in renting a twin engine plane to fly
north to scout out a route on the unclimbed north face of the Devil’s Thumb, a surreally
vertical spire rising from the icefields on the Alaska – British Columbia border east of
Petersburg. The flight proceeded north over the islands and channels of southeast
Alaska, to the iceberg-filled fjord below the face of the tidewater LeConte Glacier, then
up the glacier to the huge icefield that feeds the multitude of glaciers in the area. The
LeConte was surging at that time, littering the fjord with floating ice that could be seen
sparkling in the sunlight even from altitude. Rising from the surface of the icefield,
several brilliant white snowclad peaks jutted to altitudes between 9,000 and 11,000 feet,
including Kate’s Needle, the region’s highest peak.
Farther north, however, the Devil’s Thumb was black, its diorite faces too vertical for
snow to cling. The pilot circled in an ever-tightening spiral around the peak, while we
photographed it in detail.
The north face, partly encrusted in clear water-ice, rose in an unbroken, near-vertical line
5,000 feet above the Witch’s Cauldron, a glacier black with debris shed from the face
above. When the pilot indicated he would get no closer and we had taken dozens of
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Le Conte Glacier and Kate's Needle

Devil's Thumb(r) and Mt. Burkett (l)
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Devil's Thumb, north face
photographs of the north face from every angle, we began the return flight south by
paying our respects to Kate’s Needle with a close fly-by. The return flight to Ketchikan
was uneventful, but we knew that we had seen, among the Alaskan icefields, some of the
world’s most spectacular mountain scenery.
No more than ten days after our return to camp, we received other news about Devil’s
Thumb: an entire climbing party from the Boston area had perished in an accident on the
standard ascent route, and the Alaska and British Columbia governments had agreed that
the mountain was off limits to further climbing for the balance of the season. Our
prospective climbers publicly bemoaned their misfortune, while, I’m sure, privately
feeling relieved – the photos, while stunning, had revealed no line of weakness on the
north face.
Our most notable bear encounter followed that second and final weekend of leave. Keith
and I were mapping a few miles northwest of camp along a creek that, like White Creek
near camp, had incised a small, vertical-walled gorge, thereby providing among the few
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good bedrock exposures to be found in the area below timberline. As always, progress
up the boulder-strewn creek was slow, as we had to survey in our line before recording
geologic data. Lunchtime came, and we ate the sandwiches we had assembled for
ourselves that morning. After lunch, because progress upstream was so slow, we decided
to leave our packs where we had eaten and retrieve them later in the day. We were about
50 yards upstream from the packs when we happened to glance in that direction, and
were shaken to see a very large brown bear nosing around our packs. They undoubtedly
smelled quite enticing from the sandwiches they had contained all morning. We shouted
and waved; the bear looked up myopically and seemed puzzled by the commotion. Then,
probably realizing that the smell wasn’t accompanied by the goods, he turned and
quickly, easily, ascended the apparently unclimbable wall of the gorge and disappeared.
Keith and I congratulated ourselves on chasing the bear away, and turned our attention
back to the work at hand. Minutes later, however, a glance up revealed the same bear
peering from the vegetation atop the wall of the gorge on the opposite side of the stream.
Apparently he had determined that we were more interesting than the smelly but empty
packs. I directed Keith’s attention to the spot, and the bear and we stared at one another
for several seconds. It seemed our self-congratulations were premature. The bear looked
downward for a moment, climbed smoothly down the wall, and stood on the far side of
the creek, perhaps 50 feet away, continuing to look us over. Keith had by this time
removed the 44 Magnum from its holster, and we backed slowly away through the
boulders. Unfortunately, the cliff at our back limited the distance we could go in that
direction. The bear approached the creek, crossed it, and continued slowly, almost
curiously toward us. We moved back until we stood with our backs to the wall of the
gorge and could go no farther. Keith stood in front of me – perhaps I should say I was
standing behind him – with both his hands holding the revolver. The bear sauntered
forward to about 20 feet away, a distance we knew it could cover in a second, and
stopped again. Keith held the revolver raised – I noted that his hands were trembling –
and waited. Seconds passed. Then the bear slowly turned his back on us, waded back
across the stream, surmounted the opposite wall of the gorge as if it were no obstacle at
all, and was gone.
Keith and I looked at one another, and without a word walked back to the packs. Our
interest in further geologic mapping had departed as suddenly as the bear. We radioed
camp and asked for a pickup. John Judge, piloting the 500C, appeared only minutes
later. He told us that he had seen the bear en route to our pickup, and commented only
that it “looked to be about 1,100 pounds.”
As the field season drew to a close, is was readily apparent from the drillhole data that the
limits of the deposit had yet to be clearly determined, and that several more field seasons
would be needed to clearly define the geometry and extent of the deposit. The U.S.
Borax Company management was repeatedly requested to testify in Congressional
hearings on the proposed national monument, about the need to exclude the Quartz Hill
project area and potential access routes from wilderness designation. Lance Senter
reported that in one hearing, he had been asked, in all seriousness, why Borax didn’t
instead find Quartz Hill in some less environmentally sensitive area. The last week in
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August was beautifully clear, and field geologists all dedicated their time to completing
final copies of the geologic maps, putting sample records in order, and packing up to
return to the various universities from which we had come. The drill crews and pilots
would stay behind into September to squeeze in as much drilling as the weather would
permit.

West Ridge, August
The last flight from camp in the 500C with Judge at the controls turned into the ultimate
E-ticket ride, thanks to a colleague’s request to Judge that he give us “a ride we’d never
forget.” Judge took this request seriously, and demonstrated the full capabilities of the
craft and his skills as a pilot, zigzagging among the crags, freefall autorotation, and low
altitude high speed passes. Upon our arrival in the Wilson Arm, we staggered, rubberlegged, out of the helicopter with our gear onto the float and waved goodbye. Judge had
not even powered down; with a nod, he took off down the fjord. In our stupor it didn’t
occur to us that he’d gone west instead of east; a minute or so later, the helicopter
reappeared, flying at top speed low over the water, aiming straight for the float. Judge’s
idea of a proper sendoff included forcing his ex-passengers to hit the deck on the float
while he passed a few feet overhead at 120 knots. Then he disappeared up the Blossom
River valley and, as we awaited pickup by the floatplane, it was silent. At the end of
August, the waters at the head of the fjord were dotted with salmon who, after completing
their run up the Blossom River to spawn, had been washed, either dead or dying, back
down the river and out to sea.
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The civilized, mundane world of graduate school in the Lower 48 seemed strangely
foreign after such an experience. A few friends asked how my colleagues and I had
enjoyed the summer. Words proved inadequate. A few of the photographs came closer
than words could to expressing the grandeur of the land in which we had worked and the
experiences we had there.
What became of Quartz Hill? Misty Fjords National Monument was created on
December 1, 1978 by proclamation of President Jimmy Carter. The Monument
encompasses 2,294,343 acres within the Tongass National Forest. In 1980, Congress
passed the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (ANILCA) and designated
all but 151,832 acres of the area as Wilderness. More than 100,000 of the acres not
designated as wilderness represent the Quartz Hill exclusion. Continued drilling
ultimately yielded 450 diamond drillholes totaling about 265,000 feet. After
environmental litigation, Borax received federal clearance to construct a road from
tidewater to permit underground bulk sampling for metallurgical testing. Two test adits
totaling nearly 5,000 feet of underground workings were driven in 1981. The current
knowledge indicates that the deposit, depending on cutoff grade, consists of between one
and two billion tons of molybdenum mineralization in a geometry that would permit open
pit mining in a manner and scale similar to the world class porphyry copper mines at
Butte, Montana, Bingham Canyon, Utah, and Morenci, Arizona. In fact, the
molybdenum grades are such that open pit mining would be required.
Quartz Hill is now recognized as the world’s largest untapped molybdenum reserve.
Reserve definition is a function of commodity price and extraction cost, which is in turn
affected by environmental and energy costs. With that caveat, the deposit contains up to
1 million tons of recoverable molybdenum, with a gross metal value in excess of $40
billion. This is slightly less than 1/5 of the US domestic reserve and 1/12 of worldwide
reserves. At current worldwide consumption rates and trends, worldwide reserves
including Quartz Hill comprise a 40 to 50 year supply. But the potential for severe
environmental degradation from mining at Quartz Hill – the high probability of water
contamination from oxidation of the sulfidic mineralization once it is exposed to air by
mining, and the need to dispose of several billion tons of waste rock, have not been
resolved to this day. Proposals have focused on construction of slurry pipelines to
convey the crushed wasterock to underwater disposal sites in either the Boca de Quadra
or Wilson Arm fjords. The cost to put the mine into production in the mid-1980’s was
estimated at $850 million, and would almost certainly be double that today. No
consensus has been reached on the impact such activities would have on the large salmon
population of the Blossom and Keta rivers.
Will it ever be mined, given the locational, environmental, and financial hurdles it faces?
Borax clearly doubted its near-term economic feasibility; in September 1991 it sold the
property to Cominco American for an undisclosed sum, after spending more than $100
million themselves to discover and prove up the property. Unlike many US companies,
Cominco, a firm rooted in Canada, is noted for business plans with 50+ year timeframes,
so we may never know. However, it raises questions that go beyond the tired arguments
between environmentalists and the resource extraction industries: how do we
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appropriately value commodities in relation to the environmental damage their extraction
may cause? Are commodity market prices as defined today a reasonable guide to
corporate or state decisions to extract non-renewable resources such as petroleum and
metals, and the public’s consumption of them, at a particular point in time? Do those
prices adequately consider externalities such as the environmental cost of extraction and
post-extraction environmental remediation, and, in the case of non-renewable resources,
sustainability of supply through recycling or development of resource alternatives?
If not, isn’t there a need for true long-range planning for management of non-renewable
resources to ensure, for example, that our grandchildren won’t look back in amazement
that our generation burned, in RVs and SUVs, the scarce oil they will need for petroleumbased pharmaceuticals, plastics and synthetics, fertilizers and pesticides? Won’t they be
chagrined that we discarded nonrenewable metals products in widely dispersed landfills
so that the cost of retrieval in the future will be far higher than the cost to recycle those
materials today, all because today’s market prices failed to internalize these costs? The
market as currently constructed is ill-suited to deal with finite resources; it (and many
economists ignorant of geologic realities) presumes that rising prices will motivate
increased production without acknowledging that, in fact, in the case of non-renewable
resources there is only so much to produce, or that in the case of fossil fuels, at some
point the amount of energy consumed in the extraction and processing exceeds the energy
content of the product. I would suggest that few Americans recognize these to be issues
at all; a case in point was the New York Times News Service editorial by John Tierney
that appeared in a local paper on May 18, 2005, that stated that “The rationale [for
nuclear power] is the new environmental crisis, global warming, which may turn out to
be more real than the 1950’s crisis of vanishing fossil fuels.” In fact, there was no 1950’s
crisis; there was a prediction by M. King Hubbert in the early 1950’s that US petroleum
production would peak and begin an irreversible decline in 1971. We now know he was
wrong, of course, the actual peak of American production occurred two months earlier in
late 1970. More troubling is the fact that our society has yet to develop the institutional
capacity or the sense of responsibility to address these issues. Dick Lamm, a former
governor of Colorado and vice-presidential candidate on the Perot ticket, spoke of a
continuum through which controversial issues are addressed by society, from the “we
don’t discuss it because we don’t even know it exists” stage, through initial dialogue and
skepticism, rancorous argument, emerging agreement, and finally, “we don’t discuss it
because we beat it to death, solved it, and moved on.” Unfortunately, we seem to be
uncomfortably close to the beginning of that continuum on the issue of non-renewable
resource management, and unlike some policy discussions, the issue is time-sensitive.
However, these ideas were far from our thoughts as my colleagues and I worked amidst
the seemingly boundless scenic splendor of Colorado and Alaska. We should hope that
we avoid foreclosing our children’s options to enjoy similar experiences in the future by
our actions or inaction today.
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